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Abstract
The composites produced by liquid me tal mixing had matrices of A356 (AI-Si), 60?1
(AI-Mg-Si) and 7075 (AI-Zn-Mg-Cu). The particulates were either SiC or AI 20 J m
concentrations of 10-20v%. They were deformed in torsion over the ranges 200 550°C and 0.1 to 5 S·l. The dependence of flow stress and ductility on temperature
and stra in rate are presented. The constants for the sinh-Arrhenius constitutive
equation are presented. and compared. The apparent activation energies for ~he
c<?mposltes are much higher than those of simple Al alloys (150-1BO kJ/mol), bemg
higher for higher particfe content. Microscopy shows the distribution of particles,
the growth of cracks and the evolu tion of non-uniform substru ctures, notably at
t _:gher concentra tions of particles.
In trod u ction

/

~ rti c ulate metal matrix composites (MMC), initially fabricated by liquid m e tal
__:Ixmg and DC casting, have considerable c<?mmercial pr<?mise because they offer
.__ :gh strength and modulus at a moderate pnce [1,2). their deployment m shaped
2::oducts depends upon mechanical forming [3,4), particularly at high temperatures
_ where the flow stresses (J are reduced and the fracture strain c[ is increased. The
bulk matnx alloys selected for a range of strengths exhibit good hot workability as a
result of dynamic recovery (DRV) , which normally produ ces softer substructures
(larger subgrain size d and less dense, neater walls) at higher T and lower strain rate
[; [5,6]. The reinforcing particles reduce the workability because of the initial high
disloca tion density, introduced by their difference in thermal expansivity (~CT"E)
from the matrix and by the cons traints to plas tic flow arising from their relative
rigidity [7]. The matrices include medium strength 6061 (Mg 2Si precipitates), casting
alloy A356 streng thened by Si eutectic particles and high strength 7075 «MgCU)Z n 2
precipitates) [6]. The reinforcem ents involve both SiC and Al 20 J of about 1B,um
diam eter in con centrations of 10, 15 or 20v % [8-19). The objective is a preliminary
overview of the d ependence on T and [; .of s tren gt~, ~uctility and. mi crostruct.u re of
composites in Table 1, produced by liqUid metal mlxmg and gracIOusly supplied by
Duralcan, San Diego and Alcan, Kingston Laboratories.

Experimen ts And Results
Th e hot deformation was ca rried out on a hot torsion machine previously d escribed
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[8,9,19] . Because of the strain gradient from center to surface and in consistency with
Von Mises yielding criterion, the following equations were employed for surface
strain and related stresses [9,10,18,19]:
e

=(r / .../3L)

(angular rotation)

(j

= (.../3 / 2nr3 )

(1), (2)

(torque) (3+m+n')

where, r (3.17mm) is gage radius, L (17.5mm) is length, m (d log (torque)/d log [;)
corrects for [; gradient and n' (d (j /d e =0 at the maxlmum) corrects for e gradlent.
Some representative stress-strain
e) curves are presented in Figure 1. The flow
curves at 400·C, 5 sol are somewhat representative of lower T showing high peak
stresses (je.. with rapid to medium declines in stress before fracture (e r. = 1). For 1.0 S-I
in Figure L, the strongest composites have the 7075 matrix [18] and th~ weakest, the
6061 matrix [9,10] with the A356 [10,11] being intermediate; the hlgher v.olume
fraction of particulates was stronger with the SiC p in reasonable seque.nce wlth the
A1 20 3 . The strengths of the bulk matrix alloys are lower by 25-50 %, o emg a~out 50,
70 and 100 MPa-1 for 6061, A356 and 7075 respectively, since 6061 is alloyed wlth only

«(j-

Table 1:

Chemical ComEositions (w + %l
Material
Zn Mg Cu Fe Si Mn
lOv %Al,O, /6061
1.0 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.15
20v %Al,O, /6061
1.0 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.1
15v%SiC p /6061
1.0 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.1
15v%SiC p / A356
0.35 0.2 0.2 7.0
10v%Al,O, /7075 5.98 2.86 1.60 0.1 0.03
15v%Al,O,/7075 5.82 2.75 1.31 0.1 0.03
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Figure 1. Representative flow curves for all composites tested at 400·C 5 sol and at
500·C, 0.1 S·l .
'
Figure 2. The variation of maximum cr and
and 7075 MMC with either SiC or Ah03 '
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e, with T at [; = 1.0 S·l of A356, 6061

2% of solute or precipitates, the A356. has 5o/~ eutectic Si particles of about 12,u m
average size (alm?st as large a~ th~ SIC rartlcles) and 7075 h,:s.7% of. solute and
precipitates. At high T (500°C) 111 Figure ,the flow curves exhibit medlUm to long
steady state regions with cf ranging from 1 to 4. In the high T regime, the strengths
of the composites are only marginally greater than those of the matrix bulk alloys.
The strengths at 400'C, 1 S·l (Figure 3a) are intermediate be tween the two extreme
behaviours d escribed. The ductilities of the 6061 and A356 increase continuously
with ri sing T, but th e ductilities of 7075 composites show a maximum of 1.3 - 1.4.
T~e

dependence of (5f!. on i:: and T are well represented by the following equation
(Figures 3,4) [5,6,9,10,1/j-21]:
A(sinh acr)"

= £.

exp (QHw / RT) = Z

(3)

where, R = 8.31 J/molK and a = 0.052 MPa· 1 as commonly used for Al alloys. The
material constants are A, n the stress exponent and QIIW the activation e nergy
( '" 2.3Rn ay s ay , s slope of log [sinh a(5] vs. [1 IT]). The Zener-Hollomon parame ter Z
combll1es the two co ntror variables and can draw all data into a single line as
J lustrated in Figure 4b. The (5 - C dependence is shown for 400'C in Figure 3a a nd
1e Arrheniu? ?"-T rela tionship is shown in Figure 3b at 1.0 S· I for all the materials .
..::.he an aly sl ~ IS Illu strated furtfter for A356 composite and alloy; the several const~nt
.. 11l1es 111 Figure 4a are the bes t fit by linear regression providing slopes n, which
:ontnbute to the average listed in Table 2. The values of nay (Table 1) fall in the
ange 2 to 3 without any pa ttern relative to matrix or particle content. These values
::annot be related to the stress exponent in the creep power law, which is about 5 at
.. JW C and (5 ; at the present stress levels the power raw exponent would be greater
.:han 8. . Ir; general, the lines for 500:C are almost always parallel to the 400 'C lin~s
out the 300 C 11l1es usually have a higher slope and more sca tter; the 7075 MMC s
are stronger than the others notably at low T. In the Arrhenius plot (Figure 3b), the
slop es are higher for the stronger composites, contributing siglUficantly to the high
val~es of QIIW (Table 2). The bulk alfoys have QHW in the range 160-200 kJ Imol,
which are higher th an for commercial purity Al where 150 kJ Imol can be related ~o
vacancy migration and dislocation climb. The 6061 and A356 composites, QH W are 111
the range 180-260 kJ Imo!, in agreement with results of Pickens, Tuler and colleagues
[8-10,22,23], whereas 304 and 312 kJ/mol are found for the 7075 composites because of
their markedly high s tren~th at 300 and 250 'C. The high values of Q reflect the
complexity of the dislocatIOn interactions in the composites, which are influ~n ced
by the non-uniform cons traints from the rigid particles and the high denSity of
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Figure 3. The application of Equation 3 to the data a) variation of
400 'C and b) Arrhenius-type dependence of (5 upon T at 1 S·l .
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L\CTE dislocations, which have formed due to cooling from solidification [9]' thus
being independ ent of the d eformation conditions. Indu strially, the higher QH W
indicate that there are more rapid rises in hot strength as T decreases to 300 or 200 'C,
warning of high finishing forces in forging or rolling [3,4,16] .

While the ductilities of the composites rise markedly with climbing T (Figure 2b),
they are generally much less than those of wrought bulk alloy. In the case of 6061
MMC, e f increases to approximately 1.5 at 500 'C showing no relati on to the matrix
alloy variation with a maximum of about 18 at 400 'C and declines to about 5 at
Table 2

Constitutive Constants

,

Material

n

s

kJ/mol

A (S·I)

10v%Ai 20 3/6061
20v%Ai 20 3/6061
15v%SiC p /6061
15v %SiC p / A356
10v %AlP3/7075
15v %Ai 20 3/7075

2.81
2.02
2.7
3.2
2.07
1.95

3.35
6.41
4.5
4.3
7.69
8.38

180
247
233
263
304
312

8.5 X 10 12
1.4 X 1015
3.4 X 10"
3.6 X 10'·
1.1 X 10'·
1.0 X 1020
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Figure 4. Equation 3 is further illustrated for A356 M~C and. ma trix: a) constant T
lines, approxImately parallel and b) Z organizes data mto a smgle lme.
Figure 5. Optical micrographs (500 'C, 0.1 S·l): a)-c) 15v%SiC p l A356, 13 11I!l SiC .and
111 m eutectIC Si particles and b)-d) A356 bimodal 1211 m and 3 11 m 51 partIcles
(X500). Fracture surfaces c) d e-cohesion at SiC, ductile tearing a t fine Si (X600) d)
crack initiation at coarse Si particles, less ductile due to medium Si p articles (X400).
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500'C [22] . One can reason th a t the rising level of D~y .increases with ~i s ing T, So
h t th ma trix is more capable of bluntmg the cracks mltlated a t the partIcle/matrix
~ at f e s Tl1e m ech ani sm of fracture m bulk worked all'd' i.e. triple junction
m erk ace wi
. th rising pore f
'
. b oun d ary B, d 0 no t come mto
.
ormatlOn
a t tI1e g ram
c~: c / ~~fo re the composite fails. In the 7075 MMC, there is a maximum at 400'C
e hecI xceeds the other composites but then decreases markedly [1 8]. Bulk 7075 cC\st
~IIC1 ~hibits ductility declining from 2.5 to 1.7 from 300 to 400'C (4.5 to 2.7 in a
~~ted alloy); presumably t~e.aecl ine continues as T ri ses [24). At 400'C, the duc_
tilit of the m atrix does not lImit the CO~poslte, but above that It probably does. The
d Jilities of the 6061 and 7075 composites are much less than that of the A356 MMC
~abo ut 500'C, where it reaches similar levels as the bulk matrix [10,11]. This could
be because the decohe.sion is more s~vere i~ th~m or their matrices ar~ less. capable
of res tricting propagatlOn; microscopIC examma tlon IS underway to clanfy thiS.

/

The specimen s w hic~ h ad be~n r.apidly cooled after straining, were polished
m ech ani cally for optIcal exa mm a tlOn m an un e tched cond itIon to observe the
particles and cracks . The plane of section and the slices for TEM were p arallel to the
torsion axes close to. surfac.e . The preparation techniques for TEM and SEM-BSI
have been descnbed 111 detaIl [12-1 9]. Because of the similar £ , of alloy and MMC,
the particle distributions and cracking process in both material~ :vere exa mined
(Figure 5). In the ~ulk allox, ~h e large SI r.artIcles serve as crack Imttators and the
m edium-sized partIcles dlmmlsh the ductIlity of the intervening m a trix [11,14] So
tha t the duc tility is much less than the 6061 alloy discussed above (but som ewha t
higher than as -cast 7075 a t 400 :C). In the comp os ite, different solidifi ca tion
conditions lea d to very fme S I particles so that they do not act as points of initiation.
The failure of the MMC an ses from d ecohesion a t rarticle/ m atrix interfaces. The
increase in DRV with ri sing T improves the ability 0 the alloy to behave in a ductile
manner despite the fine p arti cles [11,14] .
TEM examina tion of the 6061 composites with 10v% AI20 J , 15v% Si and 20v % Al 20 J
revea led tha t in comparison to the bulk alloy, the dislocation substru cture was v~ry
inhomogeneou s, rangmg from ul1lform dlstnbutlOns to small cell s and to subgra1l1S
[12-1 9] (Figures 6,7). The scale of all th ese distributions shifted to lower d ensi ties as T
rose and £ fe ll . While th!s b eh av iour had som e similarity. to the T and £
dependence of substructures m bulk alloys, the dislocation distnbutions were much
more inhomogeneous a nd d ense. At 200'C, 1.0 S· I, the alloy had an average size of

Figure 6. Comparison of TEM substructure developed a t 300C, Is· 1 in a) 6061 bulk
alroy, b) 15v%SiC p /6061 and c) 20v%AI 20 3 /6061.
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1.43,u m, whereas the best recovered group in the 15v% SiC composites had 0.6,u m
[16] . At 400·C, 0.1 S·I, the subgrains are 3.8,um in the alloy and 1.2,um in the
composite and finally at 500·C, 4s·I , 5.6,um in the alloy and 1.5,um in the composite.

The substructures observed here are much finer and varied than those reported by
Chandra and colleagues [25] . For any deformation condition, composites with
higher volume fraction of particles had the greatest strength and the highest
dislocation density and greatest heterogeneity [12-17,19].
Discussion
The high dislocation densities are frequently in contact with the particles, since they
do not deform and the matrix must undergo additional strain. However, groups of
particles set up intense flow patterns, which are between the particles and also
accumulate dislocations . In the densest re~ions, fine cells of 0.1 - O.2,u m were
observed with misorientations of over 20 and are considered to be about to
undergo dynamic recrystallization (DRX) (Figure 8) [12-17,19,26]. In other regions,
small grains of 0.5 to 2,u m were observed apparently formed by DRX. Because of the
evident heterogeneity, DRX did not progress to overrun the entire matrix. One
should recall that in DRX, grain growth is s topped by the build up of substructure
within the new grains, so that there is insufficient strain energy differential to
sustain the migration [26]. There was no evidence of metadynamic recrystallization,
that is continued growth of dynamic nuclei after deformation stops . In addition, no
static recrystallization was observed.
One may construct the following model of the dislocation distributions as a function
of T and e. In the test sampfes, there is a high, non-uniform density of 6CTE
dislocations formed during cooling from solidification; there is also a complex
distribution of internal stresses [7]. On heating to the deformation T, additional
~CTE dislocation are generated; this effect is greater for higher T. While being
thermally equilibrated at the deformation T, plastic flow relieves the internal
stresses higher than the yield stress for that T. There is also static recovery of the
subs tructure which is greater at higher T thus reducing the density more. During
deformation, DRV attempts to reduce the dislocation d ensity a nd develop a
substructure consistent with the local strain rate conditions [5,6] . For each particle
considered separately, there is a highly localized flow in the adjacent matrix to make
up for the absence of flow in the rigId particle. However, the effect of groups of
particles must be considered; there are zones of high plastic flow which partially
replaces the single particle effects. The DRV produced is highest at the highest T and

Fie;ure.~.

TJ?M micrographs of 10v % AI 20 )/6061 illustrate decreasing subgrain size
WIth nsmg c for 300°C, a) 0.1 s·l , b) 1s· 1 and c) 5s·l .
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lowest e; moreove r, the steady state strain, i.e. where the .subgrains are. ful~y
developed in the bulk ~ lloy, is abo~t 0.2 (thus there can ~e consld:rable reducho~ in
dislocation density dunng the stram of 2) ) 5,6]. On c?olmg to 25 C fo; observatlOn,
more .6.CTE dislocations are generated. m the. speClmens from 5.00 C than fro?,
lower T. Low-T slip bands are observed m the highly recovered regions of the 500 C
specimens' the additional .6.CTE dislocations are not noticeable in 10w T specimens,
e.g. from 300·C, where there already is a high dislocation density.
The above model of the substucture development is able to explain the high
activation energies observed in the composites. At high T, the MMC flow stresses
are almost the same as those for the bulk alloy because the DRV mechanisms are
able to reduce the dislocation densities to about the same level, despite the nonuniform strain distribution imposed by the rigid particles. As T decreases, the initial
dislocation density is higher and more heterogeneous. The strain distribution due
to the particles tends to become less uniform because of the higher yield stress and
localized T increases in the high shear regions. In comparison to the bulk alloy, it
becomes more d ifficult for the DRV mechanism s to rearrange the dislocations into
orderl y, low energy arrays in association with annihilations: it is to be emphasized
that the rates of the unit m echanisms su ch as climb are not changed, it is just that
they do not accomplish as much. In the bulk alloy for any condition, the
subs tructure reaches an equilibrium sta te related to the flux of dislocations defined
by e and th e ability of the unit mechanism s t~ elil~inate and rearrange. dis.locations
[5-6]. In the composites at low T, the eqUlllbnum IS never reached, as mdlcated by
absence of a s teady state regime. If one used the hypothetical steady state stresses, the
activation e nergy would be much closer to that of pure A!. In age hardenable Al
alloys d eform ed JI1 the solutIOn trea ted condition, there are in creasing levels of
dynam.ic precipitation as T declines leading to very high initial s tresses [6]. However
a~ stram pro&resses, the particles coalesce and recovery is able to reduce the initial
high di slocatIOn density to develop a steady state at the same level as material
overaged pnor to deformation . The activation energies of overaged matrix alloys
are SimIlar to that for pure Al [5,6]. The higher stresses at low T JI1 7075, compared to
6061, m ay be related to higher levels of precipitation in the fo rmer.
Conclusion
The c?mposites of A356, 6061 and ?075 with 10-20% AlzO J or SiC respond well to hot
workmg With I:,arked decrease m ~low stress~s and in~rease in. ductili ty, as T
JI1 c~e~ses and t: decreases .
The SInh-Arrhemus functIOn 'ProVides a suitable
defImtlOn of the behavIOur; however, the apparent activa ti on e ne rgies of the

Figure 8. DRX grains observed
by TEM in 15vO/OSiC i A356,
deformed a t 540°C, yS· I.
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composites are very high, ranging upward from 230 kJ/mol in comparison to the
range of 150 to 190 kJ/mol for the bulk matrix alloys. The principal mechanism is
dynamic recovery, which is much restricted in the composites by the high density of
t,CTE dislocations at low T and by the constraints to flow exerted by the ngid
reinforcing/articles. With rising volume fraction, the particles increase the average
density an also the heterogeneity to give a range from subgrains to non-cellular
arrays. Unlike the bulk alloys, the disrocation densities in the MMC's rise to such
levels that dynamic recrystallization nuclei form near the particles or in regions of
concentrated strain. The DRX does not spread throughout the composite.
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